This doctrinal research explained the practice of corporate crime modus.
congress in 1985, then, it shows that there are many crimes in new form, which are done by corporation.
Development era, civilization, and technology progress are in line with the development of crime and its complexity. At the beginning, applicable criminal provision in Indonesia has not been able to reach it and it tends to be left behind to formulate it. Hence, there are so many illegal actions but they cannot be categorized as crime. The matter that causes debate is how to apply liability on corporate Accepted corporation as law subject becomes corporation can act as human. The existence and matters of corporation such as rights, obligations, actions, and liability are determined by Indonesian constitution. Besides, through accepting corporation as law subject brings negative impact in business activity. However, in other sides, it also causes expansion on the definition of who dader is. The matter will arise soon along with criminal liability from corporation because the main principle from criminal liability is there must be a schuld on the doer. Thus, how must construct a mistake from a company and how the criminal liability and the element of mistake on corporation are, whether it can be maintained as a human or not. The consequence from this matter becomes the legislations, which are not specific, formulate difficult principle of corporate criminal liability to be applied. Thus, it allows for various interpretations. Determination of corporate mistake that is the artery of criminal law is very difficult because a mistake that is overwhelmed to corporation is not Individual Corporation because in essence, the person who does criminal act is person who is corporate management. 2 Moreover, PT. Tata Wirautama is a construction company which is occurred complex case. On 3 rd May 2011, PT Tata Wirautama signed agreement with PT.
Indobarambai Gas Methan, PT. Barito Basin Gas, and PT. Trisaksi Gas Methan for job of Provision of Barito Basin Civil Works-Phase II with contract value in Rp. 71.280.316.190 ,-( seventy one billion two hundred eighty million three hundred sixteen thousand one hundred ninety rupiahs) and it was not included value added tax (Pajak Pertambahan Nilai (PPN)) in 10 % (ten percent) and before being cut by income tax (Pajak Penghasilan (PPH)) in 3% (three percent).
In order to do contract of work, PT. Wiratama in corporate crime that is done by old managers?
C. Research Method
This research was a doctrinal research 3 . This doctrinal research 4 was conducted in inductive analysis, which the process departed from positive legal norms that was known and it ended temporarily on the discovery of legal principles or doctrines. In other words, it was conducting prescriptive analysis against legal facts which were constructed by the help of legal materials concerning with corporate criminal acts, embezzlement, agreements, and companies. Prescriptive analysis was unlimited on the analysis from the provision of the legislation but it was in deductive until on philosophical values. In other words, it was analyzed from perspective of ius constituendum that was based on justice, certainty, and expediency as in Gustav Radbruch's theory. Corporate criminal act is a White Collar Crime or WCC, which is a fraud act that is done by someone who works in government sector or private sector and has position and authority that can influence a policy or decision. Edwin H. 1) The degree of loss to the public. ;
2) The lever of complicity by high corporate managers.;
3) The duration of the violation .
4) The frequency of the violation by the corporation.; 5) Evidence of intent to violate.; 6) Evidence of extortion, as in bribery cases.;
7) The degree of notoriety engendered by the media.; 8) Precedent in law.;
9) The history of serious, violation by the corporation.; 10) Deterrence potential.;
11) The degree of cooperation evinced by the corporation .. Furthermore, things that can be become justification that corporation as a maker and having responsibility as follows: firstly, due to in various economic and fiscal crime, the advantage that is obtained by corporation or the detriment that is 14 suffered by society can be serious, thus, it will not be equal if the criminal case is only toward the managers. Second, through convicting only the managers, it does not or there has no guarantee that corporation will not repeat the criminal act again. However, through convicting corporation in type and complexity based on the character of the corporation, it is expected that the corporation can obey the relevant regulations 15 .
b. Legal protection against new managers of the company for corporate crime that is done by old managers
Shares are investment products which have most benefit rather than other financial products, such as deposits, mutual funds and obligation, or commodity products, such as gold, land, even forex. Nevertheless, the higher the profit potential that is yielded by one investment product, the higher the risk potential that is faced. High Return, High Risk. PT. Tata Wiratama is a closed company, thus, in selling and buying shares are enough by using notarial deed. Furthermore, it is different with selling and buying shares in public company, which is monitored by Financial Services Authority (Otoritas Jasa Keuangan (OJK)). Hence, it is difficult to manipulate or hide something that can damage the buyer of the shares. Selling and buying PT. Tata Wiratama's shares which are owned by old Director is conducted by notarial deed with the consequence that the buyer of the shares has right to participate in the GMS and be recognized as the owner of the company, has right to accept dividend from each share that is owned and the potential gain from the difference between selling and buying price. All gain and loss become the liability of new owner of the shares, except for personal guarantees.
The personal guarantee in Civil Code (Kitab Undang-Undang Hukum Perdata ("KUHPer")) is known as "penanggungan"(liability) 16 . By viewing from the character of the guarantee which is personal, which there is a person in third party (legal agency) that guarantees in fulfilling the debt when it is a default debt. 15 Ibid p. 15. 16 article 1820 in civil code (KUHPer) ; "Liability is an agreement which the third party for creditor's interest binds itself for fulfilling the connection of debtor if the debtor does not fulfill its connection." JURNAL ILMU HUKUM Vol.3 No.2, September 2019 181 A guarantee is personal and the fulfilling of achievement that only can be defended against certain people, which is the debtor. Selling and buying shares in PT. Tata Wiratama are only an agreement of selling and buying shares without any deletion of personal guarantee. Therefore, the personal guarantee still adheres to the old Director General and in this case, it is the seller of the shares.
The legal impact from the agreement of selling and buying that has been agreed is that there is transition of ownership's rights and transition of liability.
Therefore, all of gain and loss becomes buyer's liability. Then, it is known after signing the signature of the agreement of selling and buying shares. The company funds which are from Venture Capital has been embezzled by guarantee holder and the guarantee holder has been unknown the presence recently.
Because PT. Tata Wiratama cannot give interest and cannot refund the capital funds as in the agreement, the venture capital provider company, which is PT. Pertamina Dana Ventura asks the liability toward PT. Tata Wiratama in which the Director General has changed, which in this case, the Director General is the buyer of the shares. In this case, the venture capital provider company reports either criminally or through Indonesia National Arbitrage Agency (Badan Arbitrase Nasional Indonesia (BANI)) which has been decided that it has been occurred corporate crime that impacts on the criminalization toward either the company or the individual. Eventually, the permission of the company is revoked and closed. Besides, the company must provide compensation and refunding the venture capital funds which have not been refunded.
New Director General, which in this case is the buyer of shares, is directly faced on the company problem. Regarding the company loss, it is really harmed either morally or materially as the impact of buying the shares. According to article 3 paragraph (1) Terbatas ("UU PT") ), the share holder of Limited Company (Perseroan Terbatas ("Perseroan")) is not responsible personally for the union that is made in the name of Limited Company (PT) ). Therefore, regarding the company and civil liability, the Director General must be responsible although crime is not done by him.
The impact of law from criminalization against company by being revoked the company permission really harms the managers who do not do criminal act, but the managers of the company, particularly for Director General, must be responsible against all things which are occurred in the company. As well as regarding refunding and compensation which are charged to the company, the managers of the company who have position in the company must complete it.
Therefore, there is no legal protection against the managers of the company who are suffered from criminalization by being revoked the permission of the company and from civil liability in refunding the venture capital fund and compensation.
Legal effort that can be reached only demands the doer of criminal act in embezzling the money. A consequence is for either Director General, shareowner, or managers of other companies against either loss or gain of the company.
